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If;. Begin your own program by taking Step One frorfo»e �vi� 

chapter "Hovftlt Works." When we fully concede to ou� inner)R9st <.. 
selves that we are powerless over our addiction, we ha'6 tak� a 61.g 
step in our recovery. Many of us have had some reservaV�s-�this 
point, so give yourself a break and be as thorough as poss�le � 
the start. Go to Step 'rwo, and so forth and as you go on y� wi� 
come to an understanding of the program for yourself. If yoVJ,,,re � 
in an institution of any kind, you have gone through complete /O 
withdrawal and have stopped using for the present. Now, with a '1,,, 
clear mind, try this way of life. 

Upon release, continue your daily program and contact a member 
of N.A. Do this by mail, by phone, or in person. Better yet come 
to our meetings. Here you will find the answers to some of the things 
that may be disturbing you now. 

If you are not in an instritution, the same holds true. Stop 
using for today. Most of us can do for eight or twelve hours what 
seems impossible for a longer period of time. If the obsession or 
compulsion becomes too great, put yourself on a five minute basis of 
not using. Minutes will grow to hours and hours to days and so you 
will break the habit and gain some peace of mind. The real miracle 
happens when you realize that the need for drugs has in some way 
been lifted from you. You have stopped using and have started to live. 

It all began with that first admission and surrender. From that 

point, each addict is reminded that a day clean is a day won. At 

first we can do little more than attend meetings. Probably we 

cannot remember even a single name or word or thought from our first 

meeting. What we do remember is the feelings we get and every human 

,being c�aves, the feeling that we belong someplace, that no matter 

what we have done or what course our addiction has taken, we can relax 

and enjoy the love that fills the room at every meeting. 

Meetings strengthened our grip on cleanliness. When we first 
()<Jl'J started, we used to go only once in a while and fB'l:d excuses not to 

go. We were frightened because we did not know anyone. We used to 

think that we did not need meetings. Then, when things would go 

wrong, we would make a me��ft·W§etee to meetings regularly we learned 

that there was no 

welcome. 

We have learned that we are always 
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Having begun attending meetings regularly( w; wfr?, 

in�

duced to the Twelve Steps. Working the steps get� ou't � �� 
losing set-ups. When we admitted that our lives had �com�

0
n-0 

manageable, we didn't have to argue our point of view. S)
1
t d�'t 

have to be right all of the time. We could relax and givEf�the� 

the ;ight to be wrong. We found a new sourse of energyto pff/i;o 
0 

work in ordering the wreckage of our lives. Things thF1.t we hava, 
d w�r� 

done to protect our illness no longer see� worth it; ar.d we .aPe 

free to open our minds to new ideas. Defec·ted behavior could be 
corrected as soon as we loosened or grip on our old ways. We 

found that the fear of change was replaced by a sense of wonder 
and adventure.:  Freedom from these defects and 
from covering up the wreckage of the past has been the main stum

ling block in relating to others. By recognizing the defects in 
our lives and letting go and letting God, we were ready to have 
sanity restored to us. In applying these spiritual principles 
to our lives, we ahould keep an open mind. Patience, humility, 
and tolerance are well worth any price that we must pay for them. 

It would seem that the path to spiritual recovery involves 
spiritual principles. Spiritual indifference will surely doom us. 

As we went to meetings regularly, we also learned the basic 
value of talking to other addicts, wht.,• shared our problems and our 

goals. As we became responsible to our own recovery, we became 
re$pcnsible for the fellow addicts. 

- . 

This responsibility was two edged, we found. The recovering 

addict wishes to share what he had found with another addict be
cause he knows how important it is for one addict to talk with an

other addict. The other edge is our wwn need to preserve our own 
cleanliness and sobriety. We found from experience that our� 
tL.� 
not using is strengthened when we share it wi tr. others who may need 

and ask for help. 

WE are constantly gaining new insights into how it works by 
honestly sharing with fellow members the questions we have and the 
solutions we have found in.the program. By sharing with one an

other, we begin lE.arning h�.A; woo:��blesm. 
f:3.c ing problems i\VQ�ce(Nary ability to stay clean. If we 

have had problems in the past, it fsRf?nq_�lfu)_� that simple abstinance 
will -eliminate the cN�IiceF�hclf!:1�Rtt\cf.Jff?.:f�tonal scars that en
abled us to live in the old days. Now, we have learned that we 



car ·and must go to our Higher Power for help s91,,vinta�obf �s-. 

Fortunately, mar.y problems can wait. It will heCJ./; thi�s
�

go �oth
er -1.f the newcomer finds a sponsor to confide in - /'�'9on�-rhosec:'.'� 
judgement t.q_e can trust. We do not thinl< it weal< to putff l�Qle (:t 

faith and trust in a person with more experience in the phB�am .G>,1)� 
As soon as we became aqquainted with the fellowship anct1>

(9y Ss 
basio ideas of the program, we began to put these ieeas into ac{l'�8· 

It is a good tool to remember to counter our natural tendency to 11 

aadd+� ourselves� with concerns t���go beyond the twenty-four 
haurs available to each day. Living clean one day at a time ,·1ill 
reveal to us the things that truly come from within and give us 
power over things that would interrupt our flow. 

In our addiction, we had to fear change because we ±tad J.ost 

control of our lives and most changes were for the worst. Clean, 
we had to learn to face another enemy - boredom. If we allowed 

ourselves to stagnate and tacling to our old ways of desperation 
and fear, our chances of a r.eal and lasting recovery lessened. 
We had to reach out and to accept the love and understanding the 

program had to offer. There was special calm that come over us 
when we :'ound that our disease and our problems were shared. 
Opportunities to share our fears and pain and to give encourage

ment and hope to a newcomer go hand in hand. 
Guilt and worry keep us from doing the things we can do today. 

The denial of our disease, or reservations, keep us sick. We 

lack humility, clinging to old ways. These old weys have to t0 go 

if'-\"e-.are to gain new lives. He can sucessfully face the days to 
come if we but take advantage of the program of Narcotics Anonymous. 
Not from preaching nor from judgment, but from sharing the ex

perience, strength and hope do we we recover; Our willingness to 
try out new ideas and possible solutions to problems will help open 
the doors to recovery. One discovery leads to another; and soon 

we are established in a new way of life where people, places, ans. 
things are kept in proper perspective. The old all or nothing point 

ov view will mo longer seem like a useful idea. 
As we go,about the task of changing our lives, we are eonfronted 

' � 
by our character defets. Letting go l:-0 character defects should 
be done with - :love. It i�if)tpo�t.ant, ·we think, to be gentle with 

.A .. WSC�I C . . ourselves when putting our ego to re::ft. By developing a conscious 
con:act with a Higher�, t<N CflROO�§searing away defects 
from our personalit.i�s and wrongdoings from our past, developes in 
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us a: capacity for trusting what is around t�orfr(V
,9

fot4s. This 

is our faith. Ol' � I • If,,,& 
Obsessiveness is carnmon to all addicts. We '1@

};>
t f� ,serr't��on 

and lack the ability to give the others the right to �/
wr��

Q 
This 

is remidied as our perception is cleared up. Many diff�.,e,,pces�S 
concile themselves naturally. Spasms fo fear and anger wit0c:9ecor� 

less-frequent. Impossible goals will seem less attractive an:l>o
,1, 

our commitments will more ofter be confined to our capabilities. 
We learn to say 11 no11 to many things and know our own minds. 

Obsessions dri�e addicts past the normal human limits and many 
times wins them great fame and recognition - until they burn ou.t. 
'rhe drug induced state allows a person to exclude all the normal 
uackgroumd awareness and focus entirely on a single point. -At 
first this was like a handy magnifying glass used at will. Later 

it became a horrible sequence of all-consuming bits and pieces that 
rushed up continually. We found ourselves powerless and out of 

control. The subconscious mind :Wir6no longer free to act. 

As we began to recover, pro0lems that h2d no solutions became 
transparent and unreal in the light of our new understanding. 
Old ideas, grudges, and re.sentments faded as we loosened our 
sick point of view. A warm feeling of belonging replaced the 
emptiness in our gut. It was no accident though. Nothing is 
free. We paid for our recovery with our caring and our sharing. 

In our lives, we face the world together. No longer do we 
feel backed into a corner and at the mercy "f;€ events and c ircum
stt:..nc·�s. We can expect to suc.eeJ in many of the areas of our lives 
whereas we have known olny f::.ilure and despair. Our new friends 

and the tools for living in the progrurun of Narcotics Anonymous 
will enable us to experience these changes. working the steps will 
broaden our horizons and practicing the principles will reduce 
our commi.·tments to some manageable level. Our new friends_, 1 

an�- awakened spirits will help us. Our common problem is ad

diction and our common effort is recovery. 

In our cleanliness we will eventually have to learn to cope 
with-sucess. Sucess scares us because in the past it preceded fail
ure. We could not afford to fee' good trecause we remembered the 

pain of disappoinment. It was better, we concluded, to ke"p moving 
on and holding back. Aclta41yWS�l.rO,de a gread deal of sense 
when we 

venture 

were operatiWOR 1.NO\¼
N 

it ru_akes no sense at all. 
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and fun of life comes from getting involved and 
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out a place to take a 'Vjnd.�.f'e eil�make our mistakes; but we will 

be alble to learn from them"" He iJLll �,(perience failure; but we 
"O <v 

t will learn how to suceed. � 
, 

))
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The steps will provide for <2195' refu� into society at large. 
We can always find people who havo �0:if��ties similiar to 
our own ans succeeded in some way. It� difficult to get rid 
of the notion that we must bw great or do ��eat to be okay. As 
W, recover we will often find ourselves saying ane doing things 
that suddenly make no sense to us even to us even though we've 
been doing them for years. We literally see our mistakes. This 
is necessar in the cou of the recovery process. Self-condemn-
ation has little place here. When we see our errors, we should 
simply correct them or seek 


